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VSE Tools & Techniques

All About the STACK
Command

F or quite some time now, the STACK
command has been this rarely used,

rather esoteric part of VSE that has been
whispered about in the halls of VSE-land.
Well, despite its history, the STACK com-
mand was designed to allow the computer
operator to perform the following functions:

● define synonyms for commands

● shorten a long command to a few char-
acters

● delete a command from being used

The format of the STACK command is as
follows:

STACK name|command

That’s pretty simple. The “name” value is
the name of the new command that you are
defining, and the “command” is the command
you want VSE to execute. Now, for fun you
could issue the following:

STACK REPIL|

and you have just caused a “REIPL” com-
mand to do absolutely nothing. You see,
$IJBAR contains 32 buffers, 126-bytes
each. These buffers are initialized to nulls.
When you issue a STACK command,
$IJBAR accepts the request and puts the
definition in the first free spot, blank filling
to the left until the entire 126-byte buffer is
used. Then, when you enter a command,
$IJBAR will first look in the stack area to
see if there is a match. If so, $IJBAR will
use your defined command instead of any
other command. If there is no match,
$IJBAR will then look in its internal table
of commands to find a possible match. If
there is no match, $IJBAR will check
$$BATTN to see if it contains a matching

definition. And finally, if there is still no
match, $IJBAR will try the assorted sub-
systems, such as Power and VTAM.

The STACK command can also accept
variables. For example, you can use the
following command:

STACK PURGE|L LST,&0

And if the operator issued the following:

PURGE PAUSEBG

$IJBAR would replace the “&0” with the
first parameter. (Subsequent parameters
would go to &1 through & 9.) $IJBAR
would then cause the following command
to be issued:

L LST,PAUSEBG

As of July 13, 2000, IBM has issued an
APAR fix: APAR DY45462. One of the
problems was that if the “&n” value is
not the last entry in the new command,
then the data behind it would be lost.
This can be eliminated by applying the
APAR or by appending a “|” to the end of
the command. In such a case, you would
use the following:

STACK BOB|* CP MSG &0 YOUR JOB IS DONE|

Again, this is only if you don’t have this
particular APAR applied.

There are a couple of other parameters
that go with STACK. You can issue the
following command to make every entry in
the stack disappear:

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *     
* PROGRAM: STACK                                                 *     
*                                                           *   
* PURPOSE: LIST AND RESET CURRENT STACK SETTINGS FOR VSE/ESA 2.4 *        
*          (It may work on earlier releases).                  *      
*                                                          *    
* INPUT: NONE :                                           *      
*                                                         *    
* OUTPUT: DISPLAY OF COMMAND AND INFORMATION ON SYSLOG         *      
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *    
STACK SUBRT PHASE=NO,CATALR=NO,AMODE=31                                     

LOAD $IJBAR GET THE LOAD ADDRESS                    
LR R2,R1 SAVE THE ADDRESS                       
L R9,MAXLOOP TO PREVENT PROBLEMS                     
CLC 12(8,R2),=C’5686-066’ IS IT IBM’S PHASE ?                     
BZ AR0050 YES...PROCEED                          
WTO ‘Cannot locate the IBM $IJBAR phase’                            
B AR0140 ELSE EXIT                              

*                                                                            
* Found the phase, look for the eyecatcher                                      
*                                                                            
AR0050 CLC 0(25,R2),CONST2 LOOK FOR THIS CONSTANT                  

BZ AR0065 IF WE’RE HERE...PROCESS                 
LA R2,1(R2) SKIP A BYTE                            
BCT R9,AR0050 AND KEEP ON CHECKING                    
WTO ‘$IJBAR mismatch!’ Indicate a problem                      
B AR0140 AND EXIT                               

*                                                                            
* Found the eyecatcher. Let’s process the list                                  
*                                                                            
AR0065 S R2,=F’72’ Back up to STACKBUF pointer             

FIGURE 1: STACK 
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STACK CLEAR

Or, to eliminate a specific entry from the
stack you could issue the following:

STACK CLEAR=commandname

Finally, you can see what commands are
already defined by issuing the following
command:

STACK LIST

A PROGRAMMING EXAMPLE

So that you can get a better understanding
of how the STACK command works, I have
provided in Figure 1 a small program called
“STACK.” This program will scan through
the STACK table in $IJBAR and look for
defined entries. If it finds any, it will display
them upon SYSLST. You could also reset a
particular entry to nulls to remove it from
the stack, or even initialize the entire area to
nulls to get rid of the entire stack.

There is a lot of power in the STACK
command, so use it wisely.  
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L R2,0(R2) Point to “last entered” buff            
A R2,=F’126’ Skip to the hold areas                  
LA R5,32 Maximum number of stacks                

AR0080 LI 0(R2),0 Any entry ?                            
BZ AR0090 No...skip it                           

AR0110 MVI ANY,X’FF’ Indicate that there was one             
AR0115 MVC IOAREA(126),0(R2) Copy the data                          

LA R14,73 Maximum length                         
LA R1,IOAREA+73 Skip past the end                      

AR0018 BCTR R1,0 Back up                                
CLI 0(R1),C’ ‘ Skip blanks ?                          
BNZ AR0120 No...go display it                      
BCT R14,AR0018 Keep counting                          
LA R14,1 By default                             

AR0120   STH   R14,DATA Update the message length               
WTO   TEXT=DATA DISPLAY THE DATA                       

AR0090   A     R2,=F’134’ Skip an entry + seperators              
BCT   R5,AR0080 And check again                        

*                                                                            
* The stack is done                                                           
*                                                                            

CLI ANY,X’FF’ Any commands found ?                    
BZ AR0130 Yes...exit                             

AR0100 WTO ‘The STACK is empty’ No...say so                            
*                                                                            
AR0130 SUBRT RC=0 TERMINATE PROGRAM                       
AR0140 SUBRT RC=12 INDICATE A PROBLEM                      
* ——————————————————————————— DATA AREA —————————————————————————————— *           
MAXLOOP DC F’102400’ DON’T GO DEEPER THAN 100K               
ANY DC X’00’ INDICATOR                              
CONST2 DC C’$$BATTNA’,X’00’,C’0123456789ABCDEF’                           
DATA DC AL2(120) MAX POSSIBLE SIZE                       
IOAREA DC CL120’ ‘ OUTPUT DISPLAY LINE                     

END STACK                     

FIGURE 1: CONTINUED 


